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Uzbekistan Airways supports a healthy lifestyle and holds many cultural,
educational, sports and recreational events for employees and their children. From
June 16 to 18, the airline organized a two-day trip to the “Ugam oromgohi”
recreation complex.

The event was attended by airline employees with children with disabilities and
employees with more than two children who have lost their breadwinners. The
initiator of leisure activities for socially vulnerable families was the division of social
policy of the Human Resources Department. The Trade Union Committee of
Uzbekistan Airways JSC supported the initiative and fully funded the trip. Sports and
recreational activities and a seminar on proper nutrition were held, aimed at
strengthening the physical health of children and developing physical qualities
through training activities and sports programs.



On the territory of the health complex “Ugam oromgohi” of Bostanlyk district, within
the framework of the program, children took part in various sports games and
activities. The main task of the organizing committee was to support the moral,
spiritual and physical "balance" among the participants in this project. All exercises
were held outdoors and, in the pool, which helped the children of the workers to
reduce the stress, overcome stiffness and relax. To improve their physical and
psychological condition, the children took part in the program, in which they showed
acting skills and demonstrated their talents. At the end of the event, all participants
of the social project received memorable gifts from Uzbekistan Airways.



The participants expressed their sincere gratitude to the trade union committee and
Uzbekistan Airways for organizing this trip:

- Thank you for a wonderful vacation, for sports and recreational activities that both
children and parents really liked, for wonderful and unexpected gifts and an amazing
mood, for your patience and work in organizing the trip. Our family visited this
mountain resort for the first time. We have lots of emotions and positivity! Thanks
for all! - flight attendant Borisenko Yulia Borisovna expressed special gratitude to
the trade union committee and the organizers of the program.



The airline union will continue to organize such events and support initiatives that
will contribute to the comfort, support and protection of employees and their loved
ones.


